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ABSTRACT

Turbomachinery is subject to several types of fault. The
fault diagnosis literature focuses mainly on the mechanical
faults related to gearboxes and little interest is given to loss
of outlet guide vanes (OGV). This kind of fault causes an
efficiency drop in the engine, as the OGV role is to recover
the mechanical energy of the induced tangential velocity
generated by the fan. Thus, the objective of this study is
to design simple and efficient indicators able to detect this
fault. This aims at avoiding engine dismounting for vi-
sual inspection, especially when it comes to stator of com-
pressor or turbine. The impingement of the fan wake on
OGV generates tonal and broadband noise and the noise
signature will change with OGV removal. The proposed
indicators consider only broadband noise. A healthy ref-
erence is to be compared with results of several configura-
tions of OGV loss. Considering that the coupling between
the rotor and stator is only acoustical, the emphasis is put
on the analysis of acoustic signals. However, considering
the structure-borne noise, indicators deduced from vibra-
tion signals are also investigated. This approach is applied
on vibro-acoustic signals measured on a turbofan and the
results of broadband indicator are rather encouraging.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rotor alone generates self-noise because of the forces
the rotor blades exert on the air and it has both tonal and
broadband noise components. The former noise is charac-
terized by the BPF and its harmonics for a subsonic rotor.
The broadband noise is mainly due to the trailing edges of
the blades. The rotor wake is the sum of a uniform rotat-
ing flow plus a turbulent wake from each rotor blade [1].
When a stator is added up to the rotor, the rotor turbulent
wakes caused by the boundary layer on the rotor blades
i.e. the rotor’s trace in the flow downstream of the rotor,
will impinge on the stator as depicted in Fig. 1. This cre-
ates unsteady pressure fluctuations [2] on the OGV which
generates both tonal and broadband noise. The former is
caused by the periodicity of the rotor wakes and the sta-
tor symmetry and the latter by the turbulence in the wake.
In the resultant frequency spectrum, the broadband noise
has no dominant frequencies while the tonal noise is char-

acterized by discrete frequencies at blade pass frequency
(BPF) and its harmonics as depicted in Fig. 2. Besides,
the rotor interacts with other static parts such as the casing
and leads to broadband noise generation. This is caused
by turbulent boundary layer at the casing wall and occurs
because of the small space between the casing and the tips
of the rotor blades [3]. After the generation of rotor/stator
interaction (RSI) noise, it propagates into the duct through
the modal duct transfer functions for tonal and broadband
noise. Many researches aim at predicting the rotor/stator
interaction (RSI) tonal noise [4], broadband noise [5] and
rotor casing interaction noise [6]. The prediction will not
be addressed in this paper. For tonal noise, a uniform radial
distribution of correlated monopoles located on the stator
vane leading edges, is considered. In contrast, for broad-
band noise, a uniform radial distribution of uncorrelated
monopoles located on the stator vanes leading edges, is
considered. This leads to the decomposition of the sound
field into modes to find out the transmission path into duct.
The recorded sound field can be decomposed by apply-
ing radial modal decomposition as an inverse method [7].
The sound transmitted into the duct, propagates into the
far field and can be calculated at several frequency bins
for each mode via the modal energy transmission coef-
ficient, which does not depend on whether it is tonal or
broadband noise. More details are given in [8]. However,
microphones should be put at discrete locations inside the
duct. So if microphones are positioned outside the duct,
the radiated field may be scattered and not correspond to
the modes propagating into the duct. Thus, in the context
of this paper, this approach is not feasible. Radial mode
analysis can also be adapted to both tonal and broadband
noise components through the consideration of their sta-
tistical nature as cyclostationary of order 1 (CS1) and cy-
clostationary of order 2 (CS2), respectively [9]. It aims to
extract the correspondent mode amplitudes from averaged
measured sound pressure and the cross-spectral matrix of
pressure signals for CS1 and CS2, respectively. Signal de-
composition into CS1 and CS2 components can be seen
differently by the extraction of the tonal noise with a para-
metric [10] or non-parametric [11] method and the appli-
cation of cyclostationarity analysis on the residual signal
considered as broadband noise. The study in this paper
aims at detecting the OGV loss by considering indicators
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram illustrating fan noise sources
[12].

based on broadband noise from the analysis of acoustic and
vibration signals. This is performed without the extraction
of the tonal noise thanks to a robust regression method.
Moreover, it is of interest to compare the sensitivity of the
transducers according to their position towards the engine.

Figure 2: Frequency spectrum of the resultant (blue) and
broadband (red) noises.

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

An intentional OGV fault is created in different configu-
rations in order to investigate the possibility to design in-
dicators based on broadband noise. Comparison between
configurations is performed for the same operating regime.
The design of simple and efficient indicators to assess
OGV loss is targeted. The proposed broadband indicator
is based on the characterization of the signal PSD estimate
baseline since the more OGVs are removed, the more the
flow is turbulent. This means that the background noise is
representative of the flow turbulence. In this context, both
vibration and acoustic signals will be investigated even
though it is already known that this broadband sound is an
acoustic source. Let us consider a real-valued time-discrete
signal x of size N and PSD X. The signal x is consid-
ered as an addition of two main components p and r. In
the case of the acoustic signal, p denotes a deterministic
component considered as a sum of sine waves, whereas r
stands for the effects of flow noise, turbulence and tran-
sient events recorded from rotating machinery and has a
continuous spectrum without point masses. More expla-
nation of the signal model should be found in [13] for a
vibration signal and in [10] for an acoustic signal. X can
be estimated with the Welch’s estimator [14]. It is defined

for signal slices xm(n) = x(n+mR) of length L as:

X̂(f) =
1

MWL

M−1∑
m=0

∣∣∣∣∣
L−1∑
n=0

w(n)xm(n)e−j2π
f
fs
n

∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

where R is the hop size, M is the number of available
signal slices f the frequency bins and fs is the sam-
pling frequency. The normalizing factor W denotes the
“power” of the temporal window w(n) expressed as W =
1
L

∑L−1
t=0 |w(t)|2.

The idea here is to estimate the PSD of r from the baseline
of X̂. Many ways to extract the baseline can be applied.
One way to estimate it, is by calculating the sliding me-
dian of the PSD estimate. The median filter adapts quite
well to the input signal and eliminates very well the iso-
lated tones influence thanks to its robustness against ex-
treme values. When, the signal length is high, this algo-
rithm may be very time consuming. More details are given
in [15]. Moreover, the median filter would give edge ef-
fect at the beginning and the end of the signal. In order
to alleviate to these drawbacks, the idea is to fit the base-
line using robust spline regression [16]. The spline basis
can be chosen as the B-spline introduced in [17] as it is
suited to computation usage since it is numerically stable.
It consists of constructing the B-spline basis B of order o
and number of knots K. These parameters allow to obtain
a smoother rendering and adhere to the signal edges. The
spline shape depends mainly on choosing K and their ex-
act locations in order to increase flexibility when the signal
trend changes quickly and to avoid overfitting for modest
trend changes. This choice is a very complex matter. Thus
it was tackled in [18] where an automatic selection of knots
was proposed. Then, this basis is used to regress the loga-
rithm of X̂ through the estimation of the regression vector
coefficients. The logarithm transformation of the signal al-
lows homogenizing the signal magnitude and then being
robust to peaks. The followed model is written as:

ln X̂ = Bc+ n (2)

where c stands for the B-spline coefficients and n for i.i.d.
noise in a scale-mixture of Gaussians (SMoG). SMoG can
be considered as following, for example, Student-t or Gen-
eralized Gaussian law. These two distributions were cho-
sen in order to model leptokurtic noises since the baseline
to be estimated is submerged with peaks. Then, the idea
is to find the function coefficients cmin fitting the data by
minimizing a certain cost function based on n PDF. The es-
timation is performed recursively until the maximum num-
ber of iterations or a very tight difference between the pre-
vious the recent and previous regression vector, is attained.
The estimated baseline Y is obtained as:

Y = exp (Bcmin) (3)

After the estimation of Y, it is necessary to design a scalar
indicator sensitive to OGV removal and allowing the com-
parison between the transducers sensitivity to this fault.
In this study, only the mean value of the baseline at each
configuration and several transducers will be retained as a
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scalar broadband noise indicator. It is worthy to recall that
the broadband noise indicator should be compared with ob-
servations acquired in the same operating conditions be-
cause if, for example, the air intake causes more turbu-
lence in contact with the rotor blades, this arises as more
broadband noise. The same goes for conditions such as the
sweep and lean angles of stator.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 Bench presentation

DGEN380 is the world’s smallest turbofan (a double flow
engine) which is completely developed and tested by Price
Induction. It was acquired by the engineering school
ISAE-SUPAERO. This kind of engine is more and more
used because of their higher efficiency with respect to one
flow engines. First, the air is ingested by the fan and after
splitting it into two streams, the first stream air is com-
pressed through the compressor, mixed with the fuel, burnt
in the combustion chamber and expanded through the tur-
bine. This cycle is called the Brayton thermodynamic cy-
cle. Then, the turbine rotates the fan and the compressor.
For the second stream air, it is straightened through the
OGVs and accelerated through the nozzle. A descriptive
scheme is given in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Turbofan engine scheme adapted from [19].

3.2 acquisition system

The acquisition was performed on DGEN 380 put in a re-
verberation chamber. The bench is instrumented with in-
trusive measurements such as 3-axis accelerometers of ref-
erence A/34-2 placed all along the engine at positions 2A,
2RU and 22A for accelerometer 1, 2 and 3, respectively as
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The xaxis is parallel to the flow
direction while y and z axes are perpendicular to the lat-
ter. Non-intrusive measurements are based on 11 identical
free-field 0° incidence microphones of reference 40PH of
¼” (G.R.A.S). They were placed all around the engine as
depicted in Fig. 4(b). These transducers are connected to
the acquisition central to yield digital signals at fs = 40.96
kHz and on a time duration of 40s (N = 1654784).

3.3 measurement campaign

As previously evoked, the only artificial fault is the pro-
gressive OGV removal. The fault was created under bloc
removal configurations. According to expert opinions, the

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Positions of the accelerometers (a) and micro-
phones (b).

OGV loss by bloc is the more likely to happen since when
one OGV is lost, the neighbor OGVs are directly affected.
These configurations are depicted in Fig. 5. The turbo-
fan operates at constant regimes called the stepwise oper-
ating mode. It is repeated 10 times for 9 speed steps tak-
ing discreet values of fan rotation in an ascendant variation
from speed ‘1’ (800 rpm) passing by speed ‘2’ (4400 rpm),
speed ‘3’ (6900 rpm) and speed ‘4’ (9400 rpm) until speed
‘5’ (12000 rpm) and then descendant variation from 12000
rpm to 800 rpm. Since the ascendant and descendant parts
are symmetric, only the ascendant part will be considered
in this study. Moreover, speed1 corresponds to ventilation
regime (i.e. the engine startup). Therefore, it will be omit-
ted in the following application in order to avoid unstable
results.

Figure 5: OGV removal configurations.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to compute the proposed broadband noise indi-
cator, the Welch’s PSD estimate (L = fs/2, R = L/2)
of vibration and acoustic signals for each OGV configu-
ration WRT to the 10 runs and the four operating speeds,
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are obtained. An example of the Welch’s PSD estimate
of vibration and acoustic signals at speed ‘2’ (speed ‘5’)
from one run, are depicted in Fig. 6 (Fig. 7). Fig. 6(a),
6(b), 6(c) and 6(d) refer to microphone 5 (engine inlet),
microphone 8 (engine outlet), accelerometer 1 xaxis (fan
upstream in the flow direction), and accelerometer 3 xaxis
(stator downstream in the flow direction), respectively. The
same is considered for Fig. 7. Then, the baseline of each
PSD estimate is obtained through the application of the B-
spline regression of o = 3 and K = 34. The baselines
correspondent to the Welch’s PSD estimates of Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 for 10 runs are depicted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respec-
tively.

4.1 Acoustic signals

The obtained baselines from acoustic signals showed that
the more the OGVs are removed the more, the baseline is
elevated which means an increase of broadband noise. This
is particularly emphasized at full speed (speed ‘5’) where
the discrepancy between configuration 1 and configuration
5 is considerable. It is also noticeable that this noise prop-
agates from the fan inlet (Fig. 8(a), Fig. 9(a)) to the outlet
(Fig. 8(b), Fig. 9(b)) into the duct. This is valid for all
the considered configurations and speed regimes. This is
explained by the increasing turbulent character of the flow
with the OGV removal as it is less oriented. This reflects
directly on the broadband noise content since it is caused
by turbulence. Then, the proposed scalar indicators from
the obtained baselines are calculated and presented in Fig.
10 (left). Fig. 10(a), 10(c), 10(e) and 10(g) correspond to
speed ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’ and ‘5’, respectively. In each of the latter
subfigures, each curve correspond to one microphone and
each point of the same curve correspond to the average of
the indicators obtained from 10 runs for the same OGV
configuration. Only the microphones 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
are represented to avoid redundancy because of the sym-
metric layout of the microphones. The results from acous-
tic signals show a monotonous trend for all speed regimes.
This monotonous trend is showed for all the microphones
regardless of their positions.

The proposed broadband noise indicator seems very re-
liable for OGV loss detection. It is worthy to note that all
the scalar indicators were uniformly normalized by their
maximum value for each transducer in order to enhance
the readability of the indicators. After a closer look to the
indicators from acoustic signals, it is noticeable that in-
dicators from upstream and downstream the fan are more
sensitive to broadband noise than those from downstream
the stator downstream. This is explained by the fact that the
broadband noise can propagate upstream and downstream
the fan which means that if a part from the broadband
noise propagates upstream the fan, only the residue will
appear downstream the stator. Moreover, the broadband
noise propagating through the engine is distorted by the
mean flow and undergoes diffraction and reflection by the
blades of the several component [20]. This may weaken
the broadband noise seen downstream the stator. Last, the
broadband noise transmitted to the far field out of the tur-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Welch’s PSD estimate of signals (1 run) from
microphone 5 (a), microphone 8 (b), accelerometer 1
(xaxis) (c) and accelerometer 3 (xaxis) (d) at speed ‘2’:
configuration 1 (red), configuration 2 (blue), configuration
3 (green), configuration 4 (black) and configuration 5 (mar-
genta).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Welch’s PSD estimate of signals (1 run) from
microphone 5 (a), microphone 8 (b), accelerometer 1
(xaxis) (c) and accelerometer 3 (xaxis) (d) at speed ‘5’:
configuration 1 (red), configuration 2 (blue), configuration
3 (green), configuration 4 (black) and configuration 5 (mar-
genta).

bofan is further weakened (microphones 8 and 9).

4.2 Vibration signals

Even though the turbulence can be intuitively considered as
propagating via airborne to create the broadband acoustic
noise, it is also propagating via structure-borne and gener-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: The estimated baselines of signals (10 runs)
from microphone 5 (a), microphone 8 (b), accelerometer
1 (xaxis) (c) and accelerometer 3 (xaxis) (d) at speed ‘2’:
configuration 1 (red), configuration 2 (blue), configuration
3 (green), configuration 4 (black) and configuration 5 (mar-
genta).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: The estimated baselines of signals (10 runs)
from microphone 5 (a), microphone 8 (b), accelerometer
1 (xaxis) (c) and accelerometer 3 (xaxis) (d) at speed ‘5’:
configuration 1 (red), configuration 2 (blue), configuration
3 (green), configuration 4 (black) and configuration 5 (mar-
genta).

ates the casing vibrations. Note also that this second prop-
agation path can be transformed again to airborne but it
would have less contribution in comparison with the direct
airborne path. Thus the same characterization of turbu-
lence was applied to vibration signals. On the opposite of
the baselines (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) obtained from the acous-
tic signals, those obtained from vibration signals show less

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 10: Broadband noise scalar indicators averaged
on 10 runs from acoustic signals (left) vibrations signals
(right), respectively WRT OGV configurations (‘C1’, ‘C2’,
‘C3’, ‘C4’ and ‘C5’ correspond to configuration 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5, respectively): (a)(b) speed ‘2’, (c)(d) speed ‘3’,
(e)(f) speed ‘4’ and (g)(h) speed ‘5’. Microphones: 5 (red),
6 (blue), 7 (green), 8 (black), 9 (margenta), 10 (cyan), 11
(yellow). Accelerometers: 1 (xaxis (red), yaxis (blue),
zaxis (green)), 2 (xaxis (black), yaxis (margenta), zaxis
(cyan)), 3 (xaxis (yellow), yaxis (mustard), zaxis (brown)).

separability especially for low speed regimes. The base-
lines depicted in the latter figures correspond to the fan up-
stream and the stator downstream (in the flow direction).
Similarly to acoustic signals, the indicators for vibration
signals are calculated for the three accelerometers (3 axes)
corresponding to the fan downstream and upstream as well
as the stator downstream (Fig. 10 (right)). Regarding the
obtained indicators, it was observed that the sensitivity to
broadband noise was only observed at full speed for up-
stream the fan and downstream the stator. This was no-
ticed because at full speed, the generated broadband noise
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is sufficiently strong to generate noticeable variation of the
structure vibrations. Thus, the indicators deduced from vi-
bration signals are not reliable. Therefore, the proposed
broadband indicator will be only considered for acoustic
signals.

4.3 Conclusion

In this paper a solution to detect OGV loss faults from
vibro-acoustic signals, regarding broadband noise, was
proposed. It was shown that the deduced indicators from
acoustic signals were very reliable while those deduced
from vibration signals were not retained since they were
sensitive only in high speed regime conditions. In a fur-
ther work, an indicator based on tonal noise should be pro-
posed. Later on, it would be interesting to explore other
types of faults on the test bench such as pitting and crack-
ing faults and/or acquire observations on long time dura-
tion in order to investigate fatigue. Last, it is suited to
apply an algorithm of parametric normalization towards,
for instance, speed, temperature and pressure conditions in
order to obtain normalized indicators WRT operating con-
ditions.
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